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REVIVE YOUR
SOURDOUGH STARTER
Last summer, like half the country,
I was turning out crusty, bubbly
sourdough loaves on a weekly basis.
My lunches were often formed
around a slice – garlicky tomato
bruschetta, minestrone and
panzanella. But, I’ve neglected my
starter lately, so before tomatoes
hit peak season, it’s time to revive it.
Even a starter that hasn’t been fed
for a few months can be saved, or
you can create a new one in
about a week. Turn to page 121
for more breadmaking advice
from our sourdough expert
Barney, and see our online guide
at: bbcgoodfood.com/recipes/
sourdough-bread
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MAKE IT LAST
STORE IT RIGHT
As the temperature rises, food can perish quickly. Here are my top
tips for extending the shelf-life of some of our favourite kitchen staples.
Fruit – keep bananas separate to other fruit as the gas they
omit accelerates the ripening process. Keep stone fruit
and berries in the fridge.
Eggs – I usually keep eggs at an ambient
temperature but in summer I put them in the
fridge. They last for a week or two longer that way.
Bread bin – Take any shop-bought bread out of
plastic wrapping and store it instead in a cloth bag
or wrapped in scrunched-up baking paper. This will
stop it sweating and mould from forming too quickly.

LEARN SOMETHING NEW

JOIN A GOOD FOOD WEBINAR
Make pasta in online lessons hosted by deputy food editor
Esther Clark, joined by pasta specialist Olivia Cavalli, or
master macarons with our expert Liberty Mendez. You’ll
have the chance to ask questions, too. See page 76 for
more details and visit bbcgoodfood.com/learn
6 MAY
Quick-learn pasta

20 MAY
Quick-learn macarons

13 MAY
Advanced pasta

27 MAY
Advanced macarons

To join a masterclass, visit bbcgoodfood.com
and sign up to become a My GF member
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KITCHEN GARDEN

IT’S TIME TO...
• Sow courgettes, pumpkins,
cauliflowers, carrots, French
and runner beans, lettuces,
peas, spinach, sweetcorn
and chard.
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PICK YOUR OWN
Elderflower blooms all over
the country in May – it’s one
of my favourite things to forage.
Look for frothy, creamy coloured
flower heads and snip them
along the stalk. Avoid plants
growing alongside busy roads,
however, where pollution will
be high. You’ll need around
15 flower heads for most recipes
and we have lots to choose from
on the Good Food website,
including elderflower wine, gin,
sorbet and cordial. Find them at:
bbcgoodfood.com/recipes/
elderflower-recipes

DON’T FORGET TO...
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MAKE A DAY OF IT

SMALL CHANGES, BIG IMPACT

• Harden off veg sown earlier
indoors, by leaving it outside
in daytime and bringing it in
at night.
• Earth up potatoes (leafy
shoots to be mounded around
with soil to their full height).
• Harvest delicious asparagus
and broad beans.

THE TRUTH
ABOUT EGGS

• Put netting over developing
soft fruit and pick s-shaped
sawfly larvae off gooseberries.

Our sustainability champion Lulu Grimes
explains why one size fits all in the kitchen

D

id you know an egg yolk is often
the same size in any size of hen’s
egg? If yolks are your favourite
bit, the smaller the egg, the more likely
you are to get more yolk. According to
the British Hen Welfare Trust (bhwt.org.
uk) smaller eggs are generally laid by
younger birds and taste better. They’re
also much easier for the hen to lay.
Eggs can be bought in boxes of mixed
sizes at some supermarkets (some egg
producers only sell mixed-sized packs)
and it benefits the farmer if you buy
them this way as, currently, less popular
smaller eggs are turned to liquid for food
service. That, in turn, means that on a
per unit basis, they’re sold more cheaply.
Many recipes, including some of our
own, list large eggs, but we’ve chosen
not to do this anymore unless it is vital.
A large egg weighs 63g with the shell on;
so, if one of our older recipes lists large
eggs, then use as many eggs that roughly
equal the same weight instead. If you’re
eating eggs on their own, cook two small
ones instead of one large.

In the UK, you can tell how your egg was
produced by the number on the shell
stamp (0 for organic, 1 is free range,
2 is barn-raised and 3 means caged). Yes,
hens are still kept in cages in the UK, but
the EU law stipulates that hens kept in
cages must have the potential to nest,
roost, scratch around and stretch.
It’s important to differentiate
between free-range eggs and organic,
which are both produced by hens that
are free to move around outside, and
barn-egg hens which do actually live
inside barns. There are degrees of
desirability within free-range as well –
hens like places to hide, like woodland.
Overall, hen welfare in the UK is
ranked among the highest in the world,
which is good news. Most eggs carry the
British Lion mark, too, indicating that
they’re safe for vulnerable groups as
outlined by the Food Standards Agency.
These eggs are produced to the highest
standards of safety, have been
vaccinated against salmonella, and
the hens, eggs and feed are traceable.
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